Variance components methods that estimate the aggregate contribution of large sets of variants to the heritability of complex traits have yielded important insights into the disease architecture of common diseases. Here, we introduce new methods that estimate the total variance in trait explained by a single locus in the genome (local heritability) from summary GWAS data while accounting for linkage disequilibrium (LD) among variants. We apply our new estimator to ultra large-scale GWAS summary data of 30 common traits and diseases to gain insights into their local genetic architecture.
Introduction
Large-scale genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified thousands of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with hundreds of traits 1, 2, 3, 4 . However, only a accounted for to obtain an accurate estimation. Since the top projections make up the bulk of the summation, truncated-SVD lends itself as the appropriate regularization method to account for noise in the estimated LD matrices. Finally we extend our approach to consider multiple independent loci each contributing to the trait.
Estimating heritability at a single locus from GWAS summary data Let y i " x i T β β β` i , where y i is the trait value for individual i, x i are the genotypes of individual i at the p SNPs in the locus, β β β " pβ 1 ,¨¨¨, β p q is the vector of fixed effect sizes for the p SNPs, and i " N p0, σ 2 e q is the environmental effect. Assuming that β β β is fixed and X is random, the variance is Varrys " VarrXβ β βs`σ 
where V is a pˆp variance-covariance matrix of the genotype vector (i.e. the LD matrix).
If we make a standard assumption that the phenotypes are standardized (i.e. Varrys " 1), it follows that the amount of variance contributed by the p SNPs to the trait (i.e. local heritability) is h 2 g,local " β β β T Vβ β β. If the true effect size vector β β β and the LD matrix V are given, then computing h 2 g,local is trivial. In reality, however, the vector β β β is unknown and is estimated in GWAS involving n samples and p SNPs, whereβ gwas,i is estimated as the marginal standardized regression coefficient for SNP î β gwas,i " 1 n X T i y "
where X i denotes standardized genotypes for SNP i across the n individuals, and r ij denotes the LD between SNPs i and j. Extending to p SNPs at the locus, if follows thatβ β β gwas "
Vβ β β`1 n X T where V is the LD matrix. With β β β fixed and random,β β β gwas is a random variable with Erβ β β gwas s " ErVβ β β`1 n X T s " Vβ β β, and Covrβ β β gwas s " VarrVβ β β`1 n X T s " As GWAS sample size (n) increasesβ β β gwas converges to β β β gwas " Vβ β β. By simple substi-tution in Equation (1) it follows that an estimator for h 
Unfortunately the finite sample size of GWAS induces statistical noise in the estimation of β β β gwas which leads to biased estimation if we would simply replace β β β gwas withβ β β gwas above,
as Erβ β β T gwas V´1β β β gwas s " trpV´1Covrβ β β gwas sq`β β β T Vβ β β. However we can correct for the bias trpV´1Covrβ β β gwas sq as follows. A sufficient condition for Equation (4) to hold is 
Following quadratic form theory 18 , the variance ofĥ
Since h 2 g,local , the true local heritability, is unknown, we useĥ 
Accounting for rank deficiencies in the LD
In the above derivation we made the assumption that the inverse of the LD matrix V exists. In practice, however, due to pairs of SNPs in perfect LD, V is usually rank 5 peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/035907 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jan. 4, 2016; deficient, and thus V´1 does not exist. In such cases we use the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse V : . Let q " rankpVq, by rank decomposition, V " V A V B , where V A P R pˆq and V B P R qˆp are matrices with full column rank and full row rank respectively, then
A V A q " trpI" q. Accounting for rankdeficient LD matrix, we obtain an unbiased estimator,ĥ . We make the same adjustment (replacing p with q) in the variance estimator forĥ 2 g,local .
Adjusting for noise in external reference LD When genotype data of GWAS samples is not available, we substitute the in-sample LD matrix V with external reference LD matrixV estimated from the 1000 Genomes Project 16 using a population that matches the GWAS samples. However, due to limited sample size, external reference LD matrices contain statistical noise that biases our estimate. We apply truncated SVD regularization to remove noise from external reference LD matrix as follows.
First note thatβ β β Figure 1 ). In our previous works 19, 20 , we propose to regularizeV using ridge regression penalty. This regularization method is equivalent to replacingŵ i withŵ i`λ , where λ is the penalty. We notice that a large λ is needed to drive down the noise (ŝ i for large i), which diminishes the true signal at the same time. These results motivate us to apply truncated-SVD to remove noise inV, i.e. we estimateβ β β
where k ! q. Let gpβ β β gwas , kq "
be shown that Ergpβ β β gwas , kqs " kp1´h
Since the true local heritability is h 2 g,local "
Equation (7) is an approximation of h ngpβ β β gwas , kq´k n´k .
In theory, the variance ofh
In practice, however, this gives an underestimation of the truth. Thus, we replace k with q " rankpVq.
Extension to multiple independent loci
For genomes partitioned into m independent loci, the linear model for individual i's trait value becomes y i " x Based on the revised model, we decompose Varrys into
where h 2 g,local,i denotes the local heritability contributed by the i-th locus. In the case of multiple independent loci, the noise term σ 2 e is equal to 1´ř m j"1 h 2 g,local,j . Thus, in order to correct for the bias generated by σ 2 e , one need to know h 2 g,local,j for all j. Accounting for bias and adjusting for noise in external reference LD (V i ) following strategies outlined in previous sections, we arrive at the estimator,
which defines a system of linear equations involving m variables (ĥ 2 g,local,i ) and m equations. A similar system of linear equations can be solved to obtain the variance estimator,
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Empirical data sets
We obtained publicly available GWAS summary over European ancestry data for 30
traits from the websites of 11 GWAS consortia (see Table 1 ). For quality control, we restricted our analysis to GWAS studies involving at least 20,000 samples. We used the definition of independent loci as defined in 22 (1.6 Mb on the average). To reduce statistical noise in LD matrix, we focused on estimating heritability attributable to common SNPs, i.e. SNPs with MAF greater than 5% in the European population. Prior to estimating heritability, we also removed SNPs with ambiguous alleles as compared to the reference panel (Supplementary Table 1 ) and applied our estimator as defined in Equation 11.
Most GWAS apply the genomic control factor (λ gc ) to the χ 2 statistics to correct for inflation due to population structure 23 . However, recent works 6, 24 show that λ gc can not distinguish between inflation and true polygenicity and overestimates the correction factor needed for population stratification. Although dividing the χ 2 statistics by λ gc does not affect computing the ratios between local and genome-wide heritability 7 , it can result in underestimation of the total heritability across the entire genome (by scaling the local estimates of 8 peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/035907 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jan. 4, 2016; heritability in our framework). We notice all the summary GWAS data has at least one round of genomic correction. To account for this, we first re-estimate the λ gc from summary GWAS and re-inflate the effect sizes with the estimated λ gc before estimating local heritabilities. To estimate λ gc we conservatively regressβ β β We define GWAS hits as SNPs with p-values less than 5ˆ10´8. For FI and HOMA-IR that do not have any GWAS hits at this threshold, we relax the threshold to 10´7. To avoid overestimation due to LD tagging, for each locus, we only select the most significant (i.e. smallest p-value) GWAS hit as the index SNP. Heritability attributable to index SNPs, 
For case-control traits, an adjustment factor is needed to correct for ascertainment 25 .
We note that this adjustment factor is derived based on the infinitesimal model, and does not apply to our method, which assumes a fixed effect model. Therefore, we only report unadjusted heritability estimates for case-control traits. However, we note that ratio between local to genome-wide SNP heritability is not affected by this scaling factor.
Results

Performance of HESS in simulations
We used simulations to assess the performance of our proposed approach under a variety of disease architectures. First, we confirmed that by accounting for rank deficiency in the LD matrix we obtain unbiased estimation whereas the approach that uses the number of SNPs to correct for bias generated by the quadratic form 15 leads to a severe under-estimation of heritability (Supplementary Figure 2) . Second, we find that using the top 10-30 eigenvectors 9
The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/035907 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jan. 4, 2016; of the LD matrix (see Methods) provides a good approximation for the estimated heritability when LD is estimated from external reference panels (Supplementary Figure 1) .
Next, we compared HESS to the recently proposed LD-score regression (LDSC) 6, 7 method that provides estimates of heritability from GWAS summary data. Although LDSC is not designed for local analyses due to model assumptions on polygenicity, it is able to estimate the variance in trait attributable to any sets of SNPs. As expected, in our simulations we find that LDSC is sensitive to the underlying polygenicity and, in general, yields biased estimation of heritability. In contrast, HESS provides an unbiased estimation of heritability across all simulated disease architectures when in-sample LD is available. For example, in simulations where 20% of the variants at the locus are causal explaining 0.05% heritability, HESS yields an estimate of 0.054% (s.e. 0.004%) as compared to 0.025% (s.e. 0.0009%) for LDSC ( Figure 1 ). We attribute this to the fact that HESS does not make any assumption on the distribution of effect sizes at causal variants by treating them as fixed effects in the model. When LD from the sample is unavailable and has to be estimated from reference panels, both methods are biased with HESS yielding results closer to simulated heritability than LDSC (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure 3) .
Finally, unlike LDSC that employs a jack-knife approach to estimate variance in the estimated heritability (thus requiring multiple loci), HESS provides a variance estimator following quadratic form theory (see Methods). We find that the variance estimator yields unbiased estimates when in-sample LD is available and under-estimates the theoretical variance when LD is estimated from reference data (Supplementary Figure 4) . We attribute this to the fact that the rank of in-sample LD, which is computed based on many more samples, is in general larger than that of external reference LD.
Common variants explain a large fraction of heritability
Having demonstrated the utility of HESS in simulations, we next applied our method to empirical GWAS summary data across 30 complex traits and diseases spanning more than two million phenotypic measurements (see Methods, Table 1, Supplementary Table   1 ). We estimated the local heritability at 1,703 approximately-independent loci 22 using
European individuals of the 1000 Genomes to estimate LD 16 . We first investigated the 10 peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
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We summed up the local estimates provided by our method to obtain an estimate for the total genome-wide heritability for all genotyped SNPs. For traits where the SNP-heritability was previously reported we find a broad consistency between our estimate and the existing estimates from the literature (with differences likely due to different quality controls steps that retained slightly different SNP sets) (see Table 1 
Hidden heritability at known risk loci
Recent work 10, 26 has shown that the total heritability explained by all variants at the GWAS risk loci (h 2 g,local,gwas ) is higher than heritability explained by GWAS index SNPs (h 2 gwas ). This suggests that a fraction of the missing heritability is due to multiple causal variants or poor tagging of hidden causal variants at known risk loci. We used HESS to quantify the gap between these two estimates of heritability at known risk loci. We find several traits for which h 
associations for HDL, TG, RA, SCZ (Table 1) .
In contrast, the majority of traits show similar h 2 g,local,gwas and h 2 gwas (see Table 1 
Contrasting polygenicity across multiple complex traits
Most studied common traits exhibit a strong polygenic architecture (i.e. an abundance of loci of small effect contributing to trait) 1,2,3,9 . We recapitulate this observation using the HESS analysis and find a strong correlation between chromosome length and the fraction of heritability it explains for most traits we analyze here (Figures 2, 3 ) . We also observe, consistent with previous findings 31 , regions such as FTO on chromosome 16 and HLA on chromosome 6 contributing disproportionately to the fraction of heritability for HDL, BMI, and RA, respectively.
Next, we sought to quantify the variability in polygenicity across traits. We rank order loci based on their estimated local heritability, sum their contribution and plot it versus the percentage of genome they occupy (Figure 4 ). For highly polygenic traits, we expect the cumulative fraction of total SNP heritability to be proportional to the fraction of genome covered, whereas for less polygenic traits, we expect to see a small fraction of the genome accounting for a large fraction of total SNP heritability. For example, in schizophrenia and height the top 1% of the loci with the highest local heritability contribute to 3.9%(s.e. 0.94%) and 8.2%(s.e. 1.8%) of the total SNP heritability of these traits, respectively. This is consistent with previous reports on the degree of polygenicity of these traits 2,3,9 . At the other extremes, RA and lipid traits (HDL, LDL, TC, TG) have a lower degree of polygenicity, with the top 1% of loci accounting for 15-25% of the total SNP heritability. We note that the different degrees of polygenic signals across traits reflect both a difference in disease architecture (i.e. distribution of effect sizes) as well as a difference in the sample sizes for 12 peer-reviewed) is the author/funder. All rights reserved. No reuse allowed without permission.
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A different perspective of polygenicity is to restrict to GWAS risk loci (as they clearly contain risk variants) and contrast the proportion of explained variance with the proportion of the genome they occupy. We observe a wide distribution across traits reflecting diverse genetic architectures as well as different sample sizes for the GWAS performed for these traits. For example, approximately 30% of loci across the genome harbor a risk variant for height and account for 50% to the total SNP heritability (an 1.6-fold enrichment). On the other hand, while only 5% of the loci contain GWAS risk variants for HDL, these loci collectively explain 25% of the SNP heritability of HDL (a 5-fold enrichment) ( Figure 5 ).
Loci that contribute to heritability of multiple traits
The 30 traits studied in this work share genetic correlations 6 and we recapitulate this correlation using HESS estimates (Supplementary Figure 5) . Motivated by this, we searched for pleiotropic loci which we define as loci that contribute more than 0.3% of the total SNP heritability for at least 3 out of the 30 analyzed traits. In total, we identified 55 such loci distributed genome-wide (see Figure 7 Supplementary Figure 6 ). As expected, the HLA region (chr16:26-34M), displays strong pleiotropic signal, particularly for immunologically relevant phenotypes (see Figure 7 ). For instance, locus chr16:32-33M contributes more than 0.3% of total SNP heritability for over 10 traits, with exceptionally strong signals for RA, UC, and IBD (see Figure 7) . We also observe several pleiotropic loci on chromosome 10 and 16, including the loci chr10:63-66M, which contributes to PLT, IBD, CD, and UC, and the loci chr16:49-52M, which contributes to CD, IBD, and FN. Previous research has revealed the association between platelet count and inflammatory bowel diseases 32 and the association between IBD traits and bone mineral density traits 33 . Our results suggest that the associations may be caused in part by the pleiotropic effect of the regions chr10:63-66M
and chr16:49-52M, respectively. We note that the selection of traits can bias the identification of pleitropic loci towards over-represented traits. Nevertheless, local heritability analysis is still a useful tool to quantify the fraction of total SNP heritability contributed by a single loci and provide valuable insights into identifying pleiotropic loci.
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Discussion
We have presented HESS, an unbiased estimator of local heritability from GWAS summary data. Our approach extends existing works that treat SNP effects as fixed and model genotypes as random variables 15 -we proposed a method to regularize LD matrix estimated from external reference panel and generalized the estimator to multiple independent loci.
Through extensive simulations, we demonstrated that HESS yields more consistent and less biased local heritability estimates than another recently proposed method that models SNP effects as random variables. We applied HESS on GWAS summary data of 30 traits from 11 GWAS consortia and showed that our results recapitulate previous findings. We then used the local estimate to contrast polygenicity of these traits, find loci with multiple causal variants, and identify heritability hot spots. We note that the enrichment of heritability at GWAS risk loci could be leveraged into prioritizing GWAS or fine-mapping; for example, traits with small enrichment of heritability at GWAS risk loci are more suitable for larger GWAS, whereas traits with large enrichment of heritability at known risk loci could be investigated further through fine-mapping.
Our focus in this work is estimating local heritability attributable to common SNPs (MAF ą 5%). Thus, we did not explore the issues of effect size and LD at rare variants. We also note that methods that adjust heritability estimation for case-control traits are currently lacking. Our reported heritability estimation for case-control traits can be biased due to ascertainment in GWAS for case-control traits. Nevertheless, our method still demonstrates its utility in studying and comparing genetic architectures of complex traits. We conjecture that future work that addresses local heritability estimation including both common and rare variants as well as adjustment of local heritability under the fixed-effect model will further improve the utility of our approach.
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b IBD refers to the union of CD and UC.
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The copyright holder for this preprint (which was not . http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/035907 doi: bioRxiv preprint first posted online Jan. 4, 2016; Figure 4 : Stacked bar plot showing the percentage of total heritability attributable to different fractions of genome. We rank ordered all genomic loci by their explained heritability and quantified the fraction of total heritability attributable to different percentile ranges. Traits with high polygenicity tend to have bars with height proportional to bin size (e.g. Height and SCZ), whereas less polygenic traits tend to have bars much larger than bin size (e.g. RA and HDL).
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